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Romania's most famous football team,
Steaua Bucharest, announce a ban on
VACCINATED players, because their
madcap owner says that athletes 'lose
strength' - and claims those that are
jabbed die in hospitals

Mr Gigi Becali believes players vaccinated against coronavirus are 'powerless' 
He claims players at Steaua Bucharest and rival clubs are struggling after taking
the vaccine 
The Romanian businessman singled out 36-year-old winger Ciprian Deac as an
example of vaccine allegedly affecting older players
Becali also recently said Steaua Bucharest striker Claudiu Keseru can no longer
play at a high level
His latest statement has drawn a furious reaction from the country's government
Romania's vaccination rate of 86.52 doses per 100 population means they have
the second lowest in Europe

By KISHAN VAGHELA FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 07:01 EDT, 23 February 2022 | UPDATED: 10:20 EDT, 23 February 2022

The owner of Romanian side Steaua Bucharest has sensationally announced the club
will ban all players vaccinated against Covid-19 from playing for them.

Mr Gigi Becali - a Romanian businessman and politician - said he is not allowing
vaccinated players to play anymore because they are 'powerless'.

Becali went on to claim that people who are vaccinated against the virus die in
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hospitals, as opposed to those who have refused the jabs.

 
He also claimed players at Romanian rivals CFR Cluj and Rapid Bucuresti were
struggling as a result of taking the vaccine, singling out 36-year-old winger Ciprian
Deac.

'You're going to laugh, but I might be right. Those vaccinated lose their strength.
That's something scientific,' he said according to Romanian journalist Emanuel
Rosu.

'Haven't you seen it at CFR? With Rapid, the players seemed to be fainting. They slept
on the ground. All vaccinated people lose their strength!

'I also see mine, the vaccinated ones. It doesn't affect some, but it does affect those
who are older. Haven't you seen [Ciprian] Deac? There is no more storm.'

Gigi Becali has sensationally announced Steaua Bucharest will ban all players vaccinated
against Covid-19 from playing for them
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Pos Team PTS

1 Arsenal 15

2 Man City 14

3 Tottenham 14

4 Brighton 13

5 Man Utd 12

6 Chelsea 10

7 Liverpool 9

8 Brentford 9
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Romanian businessman Becali believes players vaccinated against coronavirus are 'powerless'

The same journalist also said Becali suggests he only allowed players who faked
getting vaccinated to play, though this information remains unconfirmed.

Becali also recently said Steaua Bucharest striker Claudiu Keseru - who returned to
the club in August after six years at Bulgarian outfit Ludogorets - can no longer play
at a high level because he was vaccinated.  

'I gave him the money, I had a contract with him, he was a football player, I was the
owner,' Becali said via sport.ro about Keseru's return.

'I said, ''You can't go to this level anymore. You can play in Romania, but not at FCSB
(Steaua Bucharest) and CFR!''. 

'He said he would show me, but he has nothing to show me. It can't be at this level
anymore. It's possible because of the vaccine. I say what I think. I don't want to
offend him.'

But his latest statement has drawn a furious reaction from the country's government.

In a statement, RO Vaccinare, the official Facebook page of the government's
national information platform on vaccination said: 'Vaccinated footballers do NOT
lose their strength after being vaccinated against COVID-19! 

'From a medical and scientific point of view, there are no studies that would support
a singularity like the one recently promoted on Facebook accounts in Romania.

'Vaccination against COVID-19 does not affect the performance of football players. In
contrast, there are enough studies showing that going through SARS CoV-2 infection
leaves long-term sequelae (Long COVID), and these can influence athletes'
performance. 

Pos Team PTS9 Leeds 8

10 Fulham 8

11 Newcastle 7

12 Southampton 7

13 Bournemouth 7

14 Wolves 6

15 Crystal Palace 6

16 Everton 4

17 Aston Villa 4

18 West Ham 4

19 Nottm Forest 4

20 Leicester 1
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Becali singled out 36-year-old winger Ciprian Deac (left) as an example of the vaccine
affecting older players

Becali also recently said Claudiu Keseru (right) can no longer play at a high level because he
was vaccinated

'The bottom line is simple: to stay healthy, to enjoy football, to look at those who
trust science and medicine. Please inform yourself ONLY from credible, official
sources!' 

Journalist Grigore Cartianu meanwhile added via sport.ro: 'From my point of view, if
I were to make a top 10 of the stupid and vile statements of the century - I'm not
saying that man is like that, but the statements... the statement is stupid, incorrect,
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miserable and discriminatory.'

Romania are one of eight countries with a vaccination rate below 60 per cent
according to The Local, with the other consisting of Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia,
Hungary, Slovakia, Poland and Russia.

However, their current rate of 86.52 doses per 100 population means they have the
second lowest in Europe, ahead of only Bulgaria, according to Statista.

Earlier this month, the coordinator of the Romanian national vaccination campaign,
Valeriu Gheorghita, confirmed nearly one million doses of the AstraZeneca vaccine,
had expired and would therefore be destroyed.

'We have received a total of 4,478,000 doses, and 852,356 doses have been
administered. Some 3.3, entered the resale or donation mechanism, including the
917,800 that have expired,' Gheorghita explained.

Valeriu Gheorghita (right) said one million doses of the AstraZeneca vaccine had to be
destroyed earlier this month

Becali's comments are just the latest in what has been a career in the game littered
with controversial statements
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with controversial statements. 

In 2018, he triggered a sexism row after revealing Steaua Bucharest will never have a
women's team as long as he is in charge, claiming female football is 'against human
nature' and aligns 'to Satan's ideas'.

Asked on Romanian TV channel Pro X whether he would consider launching a
women's side, Becali answered 'you can't do things against God's will' before adding
'I'll quit football'.

'How can a woman play football?' he added.

'She isn't built for playing football. Her body isn't made for football. It's dangerous.
The female was created to be beautiful, to attract the opposite sex.

'We are affecting women by letting them play football or by allowing them to box.
They should play handball, volleyball, basketball, but not aggressive sports.'  

Becali has been a controversial figure for a while, claiming in 2018 Steaua Bucharest will never
have a women's team as long as he's in charge
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Becali received less than two per cent of the vote when he ran for president in 2004 and 2009

Other previous controversies include promising to oppose sexual minorities when
running for president in 2004, before another go five years later. However,  he
received just 1.77 and 1.91 per cent of the votes cast respectively. 

The former member of the Romanian Parliament was also heavily criticised in 2006
for saying: 'Why [are there] so many homosexuals (in Romania)? I'll give $2m or $5m
(for a referendum), so we can finish off all homosexuals in the country.'

He also refused to sign ex-Liverpool striker Florent Sinama-Pongolle because he was
black, and also stated in 2010 the club will never sign a gay footballer.

The madcap owner also blamed a poor run of form for Steaua Bucharest in early
2020 on his players having sex with their girlfriends too often.

'My players are making love with their girlfriends too often, that's why they aren't
playing football so well lately,' he said.

'CFR players have sex only once a week. They meet with women only once a week.'

Becali has been owner of Steaua Bucharest since 2003, obtaining 51 per cent of the
club's shares in February that year before buying another 15 per cent toward the end
of the year.

He also refused to sign ex-Liverpool striker Florent Sinama-Pongolle (left) because he was
black
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advising the former
owner about the club's
direction
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Tottenham hero
Richarlison left in
TEARS as he celebrates
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League debut with
friends and family
pitchside

Jurgen Klopp warns
Liverpool must 'reinvent
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better in pretty much
everything' after their
shock 4-1 defeat by
Napoli in the Champions
League

EXCLUSIVE: Mercedes
consider Daniel
Ricciardo as a long-term
replacement for Lewis
Hamilton - who is only
under contract until
2023

'This is MADNESS':
Chelsea fans RAGE at
owner Todd Boehly for
his 'joke' decision to axe
Thomas Tuchel
'More dangerous than
Roman Abramovich' 

Nice boss Lucien Favre
concedes he DOESN'T
KNOW what position

Ross Barkley plays
after he joined from
Chelsea
Not a great start for Ross 
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Reece James and
Hakim Ziyech are
involved in a spat over a
free kick against Zagreb
Chelsea's problems are
summed up after
Champions League loss 

'The reunion didn't last
long!': Fans poke fun at
Chelsea after Pierre-
Emerick Aubameyang
spent just 59 MINUTES
playing for Thomas
Tuchel before his axing
 

Fans are left purring
after 'insane' Kylian
Mbappe goal gives PSG
the lead over Juventus
following slick link up
with Neymar
Got PSG's European
season off to flying start 

Thierry Henry says
he'd pick Kylian Mbappe
over Erling Haaland
after they both hit
Champions League
braces on opening night
of the group stage 
 

'Hazard is back, be
very scared': Real
Madrid fans hail Eden
Hazard as he comes off
the bench to score first
European goal in 650
days in win over Celtic
 

Jurgen Klopp slams a
journalist for his
'EMBARRASSING
question' about the
safety of Liverpool fans
in Naples ahead of their
Champions League tie
 

New VAR system is
seen for the first time in
Chelsea's Champions
League loss to Zagreb
as Ben Chilwell is
caught offside to deny
Blues a goal
 

'How on earth has he
scored from there!?':
Martin Keown criticises
Chelsea's defending for
Dinamo Zagreb's winner,
criticising new man
Wesley Fofana
 

Neville admits he
would have 'WHACKED'
Antony for his
'pointless' piece of skill
on Zinchenko as video
of the Man United star
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showboating goes viral
 

Napoli boss Luciano
Spalletti FRACTURES
his shoulder following
'accident' ahead of
Champions League
game against Liverpool
 Turned up in a sling!

Liverpool star Thiago
is IN the squad for the
Champions League trip
to Napoli - giving boss
Klopp a massive boost
after Henderson joined
growing injury list
 

Reece James commits
to Chelsea as he agrees
bumper new SIX-YEAR
deal worth £250,000-a-
week that makes him
the highest-paid
defender in their history
 

There's that roar
again! New £85.5m Man
United hero Antony
celebrates for the
cameras on a night out
in town to cap his
brilliant debut day
 

Man City stars hit the
town with their partners
for an early birthday

party for Grealish at
The Ivy... with De Bruyne
and Walker among the
revellers
 

Cristiano Ronaldo
stands to applaud
Antony's goal on his
Manchester United
debut after starting on
the bench AGAIN
against Arsenal
 

Emile Smith Rowe cuts
a disconsolate figure as
the Arsenal youngster
appears to suffer
another injury setback
during Old Trafford
warm-down
 

'They gave up the
fight': Roy Keane slams
'SHOCKING' Leicester
after a 'disgraceful'
collapse in 5-2 defeat at
Brighton
Keane has laid into
Foxes

Tyson Fury floors
wrestler Austin Theory,
joins Roman Reigns in
the ring and bizarrely
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Adam - who died of
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as Fulham loanee
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Manchester United like
a cash machine,' Gary
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Gerrard was 'as good
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Tottenham boss
Antonio Conte says Eric
Dier is one of the best in
the Premier League
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year
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do?' Jurgen Klopp is left
in disbelief as Everton
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goalkeeper Jordan
Pickford makes a

series of incredible
saves to deny Liverpool
 

Harry Redknapp
reveals he told his
nephew Frank Lampard
to sign Dele Alli but
admits the move has
been a 'DISASTER'
Alli now at Besiktas 

Man United's new
£85.5man Antony trains
with his team-mates for
the first time days out
from the huge clash
against league leaders
Arsenal
 

Chelsea striker
Armando Broja signs a
new long-term deal with
the Blues - as the
Albania international
commits his future at
Stamford Bridge
 

Former Real Madrid
defender Marcelo joins
Olympiacos on one-year
contract just a day after
Leicester were linked
with a shock deadline-
day move for Brazilian
 

Marcos Alonso is
officially announced as
a Barcelona player after
the Spanish full-back's
contract at Stamford
Bridge was terminated
by mutual consent 
 

Fenerbahce confirm
agreement to sign Michy
Batshuayi from Chelsea
after he saw a
proposed deadline day
move to Nottingham
Forest fall through
 

'I spent six months
with you but it felt like
six years': Pierre-
Emerick Aubameyang
pays tribute to
Barcelona after ending
his short spell at club
 

A mansion fit for
Chelsea's King! Premier
League legend Didier
Drogba's £6.25m Surrey
house is put up for sale
Six bedrooms and its own
swimming pool 

Max Verstappen
suffers nightmare start
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Stephens on loan from
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Watford forward Joao
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bench to finally make
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hails Erik ten Hag as the
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five-year contract
 

Lionel Messi receives
a standing ovation from
Toulouse fans after
laying on two classy
assists for Neymar and
Kylian Mbappe in PSG's
routine 3-0 win 
 

Juventus complete
loan signing of Leandro
Parades from PSG as
Luis Campos continues
to remove 'deadwood'
French giants aiming for
Champions League title

'The world is at your
feet': Jadon Sancho
sends classy message
to former Man City
team-mate Romeo Lavia
Teenage talent scored in
2-1 win over Chelsea

Gary Neville mocks
Chelsea owner Todd
Boehly over his
'scattergun and
unsustainable' approach
to the transfer market

Pierre-Emerick
Aubameyang 'suffered a
BROKEN JAW' when he
was smashed on the
chin with an iron bar in
the armed burglary of
his house
 

Chelsea fans react to
club's £75m bid for
Josko Gvardiol by

i ith ti
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